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Abstract 
Given a polyhedral terrain S with n vertices, the shortest watchtower is defined as the shortest vertical ine 
segment ~ whose lower endpoint u lies on S and whose upper endpoint v can see the entire terrain. In 1988 
Sharir gave an O(n log 2 n) time algorithm for computing the shortest watchtower and posed the open problem 
of computing the shortest watchtower in O(n log n) time. In this paper, we show that by extending Dobkin- 
Kirkpatrick's hierarchical representation f a convex polyhedron, the problem can be solved in O(n log n) time. 
This settles the above open problem posed by Sharir. We also discuss the closely related problem of computing 
the shortest vertical distance between two convex polyhedra. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. Introduction 
A polyhedral terrain is defined as the graph of a continuous, piecewise linear function over all x 
and y which are within a simple polygon on the plane Z = 0. In other words, it is a continuous, 
piecewise linear surface intersecting each vertical ine at most once and the vertical projection of a 
terrain on the plane Z = 0 is a bounded planar subdivision. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that the plane Z = 0 is the sea level and every point of the terrain is above the sea level. Polyhedral 
terrains find applications in computer graphics, computer vision and geographical information systems. 
Some research regarding polyhedral terrain has been done in recent years [1,4,6,11,13,14]. 
The problem of computing the shortest watchtower of a given terrain, i.e., a shortest vertical ine 
segment erected on the terrain such that the top of the line segment can see every point on the surface, 
was posed by deFloriani et al. [6]. Sharir gave an O(n log 2 n) algorithm for solving the problem [14] 
(n is the number of vertices of the terrain). He also posed the problem of computing the shortest 
watchtower in O(n log n) time and made the conjecture that either the fractional cascading [2] or the 
hierarchical representation [7] technique might give us the solution. 
In this paper we show that we can solve the problem in O(nlogn) time by storing additional 
information on Dobkin-Kirkpatrick's hierarchical representation f a convex polyhedron. The paper 
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is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the details of our algorithm. In Section 3, we discuss 
a variation of the shortest watchtower problem: computing the shortest vertical distance between two 
convex polyhedra. In Section 4, we pose a set of closely related open problems for future research. 
2. Computing the shortest watchtower of a terrain in O(n log n) time 
2.1. Preliminaries 
We begin by making the following definition. Given two line segments 81 and 82 in 3D which are 
not vertical, if there is a vertical ine l such that S l A l ¢ 0 and s2 ~ 1 ¢ 0, then the vertical distance 
between Sl and s2 (denoted by d(sl, s2)) is the difference between the Z-coordinates of sl A 1 and 
s2 n l; otherwise, the vertical distance between the two segments i  defined to be infinite. 
First we follow [14] to reformulate the watchtower problem. Let f l , . . . ,  fm be the planar faces 
of a polyhedral terrain S with n vertices, and let 7rl , . . . ,  7rm be the planes containing these faces, a 
point v can see the entire surface of S if and only if it lies above every 7ri (m is the number of faces 
of S and m <~ 2n - 4). It turns out that the intersection of all upper half-spaces defined by the plane 
7ri's is an unbounded convex polyhedron, and by using Muller and Preparata's algorithm [10], it can 
be computed in O(n log n) time (we denote it as L). Now the problem is reduced to computing the 
shortest vertical distance between a polyhedral terrain S with O(n) faces and a convex polyhedron L 
with O(n) faces lying above S. The shortest vertical ine segment ~-~, with u c S, v E L, must satisfy 
one of the following properties: 
(1) v is a vertex of L; 
(2) u is a vertex of S; 
(3) u lies on an edge of S and v lies on an edge of L. 
The first two cases can be solved in a total of O(n log n) time by applying any O(log n) planar 
point location algorithm [9,15]. The third case can be solved by using a nested binary search, which 
has a running time of O(log 2 n), to compute the shortest vertical distance between a line segment e
and an arbitrary convex polyhedron P (assume that e and P do not intersect) [14]. We improve this 
bound to O(log n), thus improving the overall bound to O(n log n). 
Assume that P is an n-vertex convex polyhedron. Throughout this paper we mainly study the lower 
surface (convex hull) of P and if there is no confusion we do not distinguish between P and the lower 
surface of P. We use P(q) to denote a point on P where q is the vertical projection of P(q) on the 
plane Z = 0. We use e to denote a line (line segment) in space and we use P(e) to denote its vertical 
projection on P. Similarly we use e(q_)_) to denote a point on a line e where q is the vertical projection 
of e(q) on the plane Z -- 0. Let e = ab be an edge of S, e(t) be any point on e and P(t)  is the point 
(on the lower surface) on P lying directly above e(t). Let 
FP(t) = d(P(t),e(t)). 
We have the following observation. 
Observation 1. F~(t) is a piecewise linear convex function. 
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2.2. The revised hierarchical representation a d its application 
Now we give a brief description of Dobkin-Kirkpatrick's hierarchical representation of a con- 
vex polyhedron [7]. Let /9 be a polyhedron in 3D with vertex set V(P)  and edge set E(P) 
(IV(P)I, IE(P)r ~ O(n)). Moreover, assume that all the faces of P are triangulated. A sequence 
of polyhedra, H(P) = P1,.. . ,  Pk, is said to be a hierarchical representation f P if 
(i) P1 = P and Pk is a 3-simplex (i.e., a convex polyhedron with 4 vertices); 
(ii) Pi+l C Pi, for 1 ~< i < k; 
(iii) V(Pi+I) c V(Pi); and 
(iv) the vertices of V(Pi) - V(Pi+I) form an independent set (i.e., are non-adjacent) in Pi. 
Furthermore, as shown in [7], there exists a constant c = 11 such that for a convex polyhedron P
in 3D there exists a hierarchical representation f degree at most 11, O(log n) height, and O(n) size 
and such a hierarchical representation can be constructed in O(n) time. (The degree of a hierarchical 
representation H(P) of P is defined as the maximum degree of the vertices in V(P/) - V(Pi+I) 
for all i.) Interested readers are referred to [7,9] for details. This immediately implies the following 
observation. 
Observation 2. There are at most one vertex of V(P/) - V(Pi+I) below a supporting plane of Pi+l 
and at most 11 edges of E(Pi) - E(P/+I) intersecting a supporting plane of Pi+l. 
Suppose we already have the hierarchical representation Pk,. . . ,  Pi+l, P i , . . . ,  P1 (P1 = P) for P. 
The shortest vertical distance between P/and an arbitrary line segment e = ab (denoted by dmin (ab, Pi)) 
is defined as the smaller of the minimum vertical distance between ab and ?-g over all ~-g E Pi, and 
the smaller of the vertical distances between Pi and a, b. 
Suppose Pi+l and an edge ~ of P/+l are given such that d(ab, ~--9Y) is the value of a breakpoint 
(i.e., a vertex) of the distance function F~ i+~ . (Since there is no confusion we abuse the terminology 
a little bit by representing__a breakpoint with its value.) The two neighboring breakpoints of d(ab, x-yy) 
must be d(ab, e~) and d(ab, e2) where el is an edge of one triangular face along ~ and e2 is an edge 
of the other triangular face along ~--~y. In Fig. 1, el = xw, e2 = ~--2. We say that such a pair (el, e2) is 
a local pair of ~-~y. Since the faces of Pi+l are triangulated, each edge ~ has at most four candidate 
local pairs. We first show the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Assume that (~--~,~) is a local pair of ~ in Pi+l. It is not a local pair of~--ffy in Pi if 
and only if there is a p' E V(Pi) - V(P/+I) such that both p'x and p'y belong to E(Pi). 
Proof. When we construct the hierarchical representation f Pi+l from P/ we keep deleting indepen- 
dent vertices with degree at most 11. The deletion of such a vertex r gives us a hole and we then 
compute the convex hull of the hole (actually a part of the convex hull which conforms to the interior 
of P/, we will call it lower hull of r and denote it by H(r) henceforth). Now we are actually reversing 
this order. 
Let 7rw and 7rz be the planes supporting the faces Axyw and Axyz, respectively. If there is a 
p' E V(Pi) - V(Pi+I) such that both p'x and P'9 belong to E(P/)  then we have the following 
three cases (without loss of generality we refer to Fig. 1 and suppose we only add pt back to Pi+I). 
Remember that we are considering the lower surfaces for all Pi's. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration for the proofs of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 (Case 1). 
× 
b 
Fig. 2. Illustration for the proofs of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 (Case 2). 
(1) pl lies above 7rw and below 7rz, 
(2) pl lies above 7rz and below Trio, and 
(3) p~ lies below both 7rw and below rrz. 
In the first case z has to be on the boundary of H(p~), therefore the face Axyz cannot be a face 
of Pi. This implies that neither xz nor ~ can be a neighboring breakpoint of ~yy for the distance 
function between e and Pi- The second case is symmetric to the first one, this implies that there could 
be another p" which lies above 7rz and below 7r~o and forbids the face Axyw to be a face of Pi. In the 
third case if we add pr to Pi+l then both of the faces Axyw and Axyz do not belong to Pi. Hence ~yy 
is not an edge of Pi and the result trivially holds (see Fig. 2). 
If there is no such pr E V(Pi) - V(Pi+I) such that both p~x and pry belong to E(Pi) then by 
convexity all the vertices in V(Pi) - V(Pi+I) lie above both rr~ and 7rz. This implies that both of the 
faces Axyw and Axyz are faces of Pi. Hence (~,  ~--5) remains a local pair of ~yy in Pi. [] 
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With this result we proceed to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Assume that the function F~ ~+1 (t) achieves its minimum at edge ~ of Pi+l and e = a-b, 
then dmin(e, Pi) is either equal to dmin(e, Pi+l), or the shortest vertical distance between e and 
a line segment ~ for which p E V(Pi) - V(Pi+I), q E V(~+~), ~ E E(Pi) - E(Pi+I) and 
px,py E E(Pi) - E(~+l),  if such p and q exist, or the smaller of the vertical distances between 
and a, b. 
Proof. Note that we have two important properties here: 
(1) the distance function Fe P~+~ (t) is convex, and 
(2) if we add a vertex p' E V(Pi) - V(Pi+I) (along with its adjacent edges and faces) to/:)/+1, the 
resulting polyhedron is still convex. (By adding all these vertices we finally obtain Pi.) 
We prove__Lemma 2 by contradiction.__ It is obvious__ that if dmin(ab, Pi) is not equal to dmin(ab, P/+I) 
then dmin(__ab, Pi) < dmin(ab, Pi+l) and dmin(ab, Pi) must be equal to either the vertical distance 
between ab and a line segment ~ such that p E V(Pi) - V(Pi+I), q E V(Pi+I) and ~-~ E E(Pi) - 
E(Pi+I), if such p and q exist, or the shorter of the vertical distances between Pi and a, b (this can 
be computed with two point locations). The crucial point is that if such p and q exist then both ~-~ 
and ~ belong to E(Pi) - E(Pi+l). 
Suppose our claim is false, i.e., dmin(ab, Pi) < dmin(ab,/9/+1), and it achieves the minimum at 
p'q' E E(Pi) - E(Pi+I) such that p' E V(P/) - V(Pi+l), q' E V(Pi+I) and at least one ofp 'x  and 
pry ¢ E(Pi) - E(Pi+l). 
Assume that we add only pt (and the corresponding edges adjacent to it) to Pi+l. According to the 
above discussion the resulting polyhedron Pt is still convex. Since we only add p~ to Pi+l and at most 
one of p~x and p~y belongs to E(Pi) -E(Pi+1),  at most one of p~x and p~ff belongs to E(P~). By 
Lemma 1 the two faces Axyw and Axyz along the edge ~--~y, which are faces of Pi+l, are also faces 
of Pi. Therefore these two faces are faces of P~ (Fig. 2). Now let us consider the distance function 
between e = ab and P~. It has one local minimum d(ab,-2-fy) (this is equal to dmin(ab, P/+l), since 
Axyw and Axyz are faces of P~, d(ab, ~)  is a local minimum), and by assumption it also has a 
different global minimum d(ab, ptq~). However this contradicts Observation 1. [] 
Lemma 2 enables us to check only a small number of edges of P/ when computing dmin(ab, Pi). 
We show in the following lemma that this number is actually a constant. 
Lemma 3. If d___min(ab, Pi+l) is known and ~ is the edge of Pi+l realizing dmin(ab, Pi+l), then to 
compute dmin(ab, Pi) we need only check at most 22 edges in E(Pi) - E(Pi+j) in constant ime. 
Proof. Following Lemma 2, in order to compute dmin (ab, Pi) we need to find all p E V(Pi) -V(P i+l )  
such that both ~-~ and ~ belong to E(Pi) - E(Pi+I). It turns out that there are at most two such p's. 
We have two cases: (1) ~ E Pi and (2) ~ ~ Pi- 
In Case (1) we might have such a p~ which lies above 7r~ and below rrz, and a p~t which lies above 
7rz and below 7rw such that all edges incident upon p~ in E(Pi) intersect the supporting plane 7rz and all 
the edges incident upon p" in E(Pi)  intersect the supporting plane 7r~. By Observation 2, there are at 
most 11 edges incident o p~ (pH). Therefore in total we have at most 22 candidate dges. To compute 
dmin(ab, Pi) we simply compute the minimum vertical distance between ab and these 22 edges and 
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choose the smaller of this minimum and dmin(ab, P i+I ) .  This gives us dmin(ab, Pi ) .  It is clear that 
dn~n(ab, Pi) is computed in O(1) time. 
In Case (2) we have fewer candidates, there is only one such p in this case. (This follows from 
the convexity of Pi and/°/+1.) All of the edges incident o p (including px, ~-ff) belong to E(Pi) and 
they all intersect with any supporting plane through ~--~y. Again by Observation 2, there are at most 
11 candidate dges. Consequently we can compute dmin(ab, P~) by computing the minimum vertical 
distance between ab and these 11 edges in O(1) time. 
Although we know that at most two such p's exist from the above discussion, in order to design 
an efficient algorithm, we need to find out p E V(Pi) - V(Pi+I) in constant time. We can clarify 
this by storing additional information in the hierarchical representation f P without increasing the 
overall time and space bound when computing the hierarchical representation f P. In the process of 
deleting r E V(Pi) to obtain P/+I, we compute the H(r). For each edge of H(r) we assign a parent 
node (r, i) to it. In this process, no edge can have more than two level-/ parent nodes (a boundary 
edge of the hull can have two such parent node since it can be a boundary edge of two lower hulls). 
Therefore given ~ E E(Pi+l) we can retrieve its level-/parent nodes in V(P~) - V(Pi+I) in O(1) 
time. From these parent nodes (at most 2), we can list the edges (at most 22) incident o them in 
E(Pi) in constant time. 
Also following Lemma 2, dmin(ab, Pi) might be the smaller of the vertical distances between Pi 
and a, b. This can be computed by performing point locations for a and b. Following [9], once the 
location of a point in Pi+l is known locating a point in Pi can be done in constant time. [] 
If dmin(ab, Pi+l) is equal to the smaller of the vertical distances between Pi+l and a, b, we can 
also compute dmin(ab, Pi) in constant time by checking at most 11 edges in E(P~) - E(P~+I). This is 
similar to a special case of Case (1) in the proof of Lemma 3 when there is only one pl. The details 
of this situation are thus omitted. 
Lemmas 2 and 3 enable us to design an algorithm for an arbitrary edge e and a convex polyhedron P 
such that the algorithm returns the shortest vertical distance between e and P in O(log n) time. We 
first give a revised algorithm for computing the hierarchical representation f a convex polyhedron by 
storing/-level parents for all edges in Pi+l. 
Algorithm Revised-Hierarchical-Representation(P); 
BEGIN 
FOR i = 1 to k UNTIL IPk+ll = 3 DO 
(1) Compute the hierarchical representation from Pi to Pi+l using the independent vertex deletion 
of Kirkpatrick [9] and Dobkin-Kirkpatrick [7]. 
(2) For each vertex r being deleted in V(P/), compute H(r). 
(3) Associate r with every edge of H(r), these are the level-/ parent vertex for these edges in 
E(Pi+I). 
END 
Suppose we already have a revised version of the hierarchical representation f a convex polyhe- 
dron P. The following algorithm computes the shortest vertical distance between P and an arbitrary 
line segment (or line) e in O(log n) time. For simplicity we assume that e does not intersect with P 
and the vertical distance between e and P is not infinite at this stage. It is known that whether a 
line or a line segment intersects with a convex polyhedron P or not can be detected in O(log n) 
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time [8]. And we can test whether the vertical distance between e and P is infinite in O(log n) time 
by detecting the intersection of the planar projection of P,  which is a convex polygon, with the planar 
projection of e. In fact we can generalize the definition of the distance between two line segments 
in 3D such that the following algorithm can also detect the intersection of e and P, i.e., we do 
not have to make the assumption that P is above e. The generalization is given after the following 
algorithm. 
Algorithm Shortest-Vertical-Distance(e, P); 
BEGIN 
(1) Set i = k -  1. 
(2) Compute dmin(e, Pi+I), which is either equal to d(e, ~--~y) for some ~ E Pi+l, or the shorter 
of the vertical distances between P/+I and a, b. 
(3) List all the candidate dges in E(P i ) -E(P i+I) .  (When dmin(e, Pi+I) = d(e, ~-gY), these are the 
edges incident o the level-/parent nodes of ~ if they exist.) Compute the minimum vertical 
distance between e and all of these edges. Perform point locations to compute the smaller of 
the vertical distances between Pi and a, b. Compare them with dmin(e, Pi+l ) = d(e,-~-~y), the 
minimum among the three is dmin(e, Pi). Record the new xy if it exists. 
(4) Repeat (3) until dmin(e, Pi) is obtained, output dmin(e , P1)- 
END 
The correctness of the above algorithm directly follows from Lemmas 2 and 3. We now show how 
to generalize the distance between two line segments in 3D and how to modify the above algorithm to 
make it work for the case when e and P intersect. Given two line segments s and e in 3D, if there is a 
vertical ine l intersecting both line segments and be sure that s N 1 is higher than e fq l, then the signed 
vertical distance between s and e is defined as D(s, e) = d(s, e), otherwise V(s, e) = -d(s ,  e). With 
this new definition, even if e and P intersects Observation 1 still holds (without loss of generality 
we only consider the case when e intersects with the lower surface of P or it lies below the lower 
surface of P). With Observation I, we can use Lemmas 2 and 3 to obtain a witness of the intersection 
of e and P. If the shortest vertical distance between e and Pi+l is positive and at the next step the 
shortest vertical distance between e and P/ becomes nonpositive, then we stop and report the point 
of Pi (which achieves the shortest vertical distance between e and Pi) as a witness of the intersection 
of e and P. Consequently we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. After an O(n) time and space preprocessing on P, we can either report the intersection 
of P with a line segment (or a line) e by giving a witness, or report that the vertical distance between e
and P is infinite, or compute the shortest vertical distance between e and P in O(log n) time. 
We can further generalize the above algorithm to compute the shortest distance between a convex 
polyhedron and a line segment (or a line) along a given direction d = (a,/3, 7) where  012 --1- /32 -q- -) '2 = 1. 
In this sense the shortest vertical distance is the special case when d = (0, 0, 1). We need only perform 
an orthogonal transformation to obtain a new coordinate system (X ' ,Y ' ,  Z') such that in the new 
system ~ = (0, 0, 1 ). This is done as follows, we have 
Ag = g', 
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and we know that 31 = (0, 0, 0), 3f = (0, 0, 0) and 32 = (c~,/3, 3'), ff~ = (0, 0, 1} satisfy the above 
equation. But since A is a 3 x 3 orthogonal matrix containing nine variables, with these information 
we have an infinite number of such orthogonal matrices A. To simplify things we set ~ = (-/3, a, 0), 
which is perpendicular to d, as the unit vector along X ~. Then 33 = (-/3, a, 0), 3~ = (1,0, 0) also 
satisfy the above equation. With this information, we have a unique orthogonal matrix A. 
Now we obtain a representation f the convex polyhedron P and the line segment e in the new 
coordinate system by performing the orthogonal transformation A. We represent them as PA and eA 
respectively in the new system. Then we run the Shortest-Vertical-Distance algorithm to compute the 
shortest vertical distance between PA and CA. This gives us the shortest distance of P and e along the 
direction d = (a,/3, "y). Therefore we have the following result. 
Corollary 5. After an O(n) time and space preprocessing on P, we can either report the intersection 
of P with a line segment (or a line) e by giving a witness, or report that the distance between e and P 
along a given direction d = (a,/3, ~/) is infinite, or compute the shortest distance between e and P 
along d in O(log n) time. 
Finally we give an O(n log n) time algorithm for solving the shortest watchtower problem. 
Algorithm Shortest-Watchtower(S); 
BEGIN 
(1) Compute the intersection of the upper half-spaces defined by each face of the terrain by using 
Muller and Preparata's algorithm [10]. This gives us the unbounded convex polyhedron L. 
(2) Compute the revised hierarchical representation f L. 
(3) For every vertex u of L, perform a point location to compute all the vertical distances ~-~ 
such that u is a vertex of L and v is a point on S. Compute the minimum (with the location) 
among all of these distances. 
(4) For every edge e in S, run Compute-Shortest-Distance(e, L). 
Compute the minimum (with the location) among all of these distances. 
(5) Among the two minima obtained in Steps (3) and (4) choose the minimum (with the corre- 
sponding location). Output it as the shortest watchtower of S. 
END 
Therefore we have the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 6. Algorithm Shortest-Watchtower(S) computes the shortest watchtower of a polyhedral 
terrain S with n vertices in O(n log r~) time. 
3. Computing the shortest vertical distance between two convex polyhedra 
A variation of the shortest watchtower problem, pointed out by Sharir, is to compute the shortest 
vertical distance between two arbitrary, non-intersecting polyhedral terrains. Using a technique called 
generalized point location, Chazelle and Sharir obtained an O(n 1"999878) algorithm for the problem, 
which beat the trivial O(n 2) time bound [5]. Chazelle et al. [1] also gave a randomized algorithm with 
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time O(n 4/3+e) (for any e > 0) for solving this problem. It is very interesting whether we can obtain 
a faster, deterministic algorithm. 
The second problem we are interested in is the problem of computing the shortest vertical distance 
between two non-intersecting convex polyhedra (note that the upper surface or lower surface of a 
convex polyhedron is always a polyhedral terrain). We show that if the revised hierarchical represen- 
tation of the two convex polyhedra is known, we can compute the shortest vertical distance between 
the two polyhedra in O(log 2 n) time. By generalizing the distance function, we can detect he inter- 
section of two convex polyhedra in O(log 2 n) time (after O(n) time and space preprocessing). For the 
intersection detection between two convex polyhedra, this achieves the same bound as Cole's similar 
list method [3], and Dobkin and Kirkpatrick's hierarchical representation method [7,8]. However, it 
should be noted that our problem is different from that of [3,8] when the two convex polyhedra have 
no intersection. In that case, it is not clear whether any of these two algorithms can report the shortest 
vertical distance (in general shortest distance along anyfixed irection) between two convex polyhedra 
with the same bound. 
The underlying idea of our method is to apply the revised hierarchical representation f a convex 
polyhedron. It is known that the vertical distance function between two convex polyhedra is con- 
vex [12]. With this property we show that when the shortest vertical distance between Pi and Qi is 
known, we need only check the shortest vertical distance between at most 22 edges in E(Pi-1) -E(Pi) 
and Qi to compute the shortest vertical distance between Pi-1 and Qi, which can be done in O(log n) 
time by Algorithm Shortest-Vertical-Distance(e, P). Consequently, we have shown that the shortest 
vertical distance between two preprocessed convex polyhedra P, Q can be computed in O(log 2 n) time. 
By generalizing the definition of the vertical distance function, we also solve the version when P, Q 
intersect. 
We first list a topological relationship between two given convex polyhedra P, Q in 3D (Fig. 3). 
Cases (1) and (2) can be detected easily and are thus ignored. Without loss of generality, we only 
consider case (3) (hence (4) and (5)). For simplicity, we only consider the lower surface of P and the 
upper surface of Q and still use P and Q to represent them henceforth. 
We first follow Section 2.1 and define certain distance functions between a convex polyhedron and 
a given convex polyhedron. Let P(t) be any point on the lower surface of P and Q(t) be the (vertical) 
projection of P(t) on the upper surface of Q. We define 
F~(t) : d(P(t), Q(t)) 
as the distance function between P and Q. By a well-known result in convex analysis [12] we have 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 7 [12]. F~(t) is a piecewise linear convex function over t. 
Suppose we already have the hierarchical representation Pk , . . . ,  Pi+l, P i , . . . ,  Pt (P1 = P)  for P 
and the hierarchical representation Q,~,..., Qj+I, Qj,... ,Q! (Q1 = Q) for Q. Without loss of 
generality we also assume that k ~< m. The minimum vertical distance between Pi and Qj (denoted 
by d(Pi, Qj)) is defined as the minimum vertical distance between 
(1) ab E P~ and ~ E Qj over all ab E Pi and ~ E Qj, or 
(2) a vertex of Pi and a face of Q j, or 
(3) a vertex of Qj and a face of Pi. 
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Case (1) Case (2) 
Case (3) The lower hull of P is above Case (4) The lower hull of P intersects 
the upper hull of Q. the upper hull of Q. 
P 
Case (5) The lower hull of P is below the upper hull of Q. 
Fig. 3. The topological relationship between two convex polyhedra. 
The last two cases can be solved with point locations and we ignore these two cases henceforth to 
simplify the presentation. The idea of our algorithm is to essentially start with i = k and compute 
the shortest vertical distance between/9/ and Qi- Then we reach the step of P/-1 and Qi-1 in two 
substeps: (Pi, Qi} ~ (Pi-1, Qi} ~ (P/-1, Qi-1} (i.e., alternatively decreasing the indices Pi and Qi). 
We show that each of these two substeps takes O(log n) time. Without loss of generality, we only give 
a detailed description of the first substep. Suppose Pi and Qi are given and d(ab, ~--~y) is the shortest 
distance between Pi and Qi such that ab E Pi and ~ E Qi. Furthermore, assume P/(o) E ab and 
Qi(o) G ~ realize the shortest vertical distance between Pi and Qi, the two vertices adjacent to both 
a, b are c and d and the two vertices adjacent to both x, y are w and z. 
Lemma 8. Suppose d(ab, ~y) is the shortest vertical distance between Pi and Qi such that ab E Pi 
and ~y E Qj. The shortest vertical distance between Pi-1 and Qi is either equal to d(ab,-~--ffy), or the 
shortest vertical distance between Qi and ~-~ E E(Pi-1) - E(Pi) such that p E V(Pi-1) - V(Pi), 
q E V(Pi), and ~-d, pb E E(Pi-1) - E(Pi), if such p and q exist, or the shortest vertical distance 
between a vertex of Pi-1 and Qi, or the shortest vertical distance between a vertex of Qi and Pi-I. 
Proof. Note that we have two important properties here: 
(1) the distance function Fg~(t) is convex; and 
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Fig. 4. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 8. 
(2) if we add a vertex p' E V(Pi-1) - V(Pi) (along with its adjacent edges and faces) to Pi, the 
resulting polyhedron is still convex. (By adding all these vertices we finally obtain Pi-1.) 
Now we prove Lemma 8 by contradiction. 
It is obvious that if d(P/- l ,  Qi) is not equal to d(Pi, Qi), or the shortest vertical distance between 
a vertex of Pi-1 and Qi, or  the shortest vertical distance between a vertex of Qi and Pi-1 then 
d(Pi-1, Qi) < d(P~, Qi) and d(Pi-a, Qi) must be the vertical distance between an edge of Qi and an 
edge ~-~ E E(P/-1) - E(Pi) such that p E V(Pi-1) - V(Pi), q E V(P/). The crucial point is that if 
such p and q exist then both fig and pb belong to E(Pi-1) - E(Pi). 
Suppose our claim is false, i.e., d(Pi-1, Qi) < d(Pi, Qi) and it achieves the minimum at plqt E 
E(Pi-1) - E(Pi) such that p' E V(Pi- ,)  - V(Pi), ql E V(Pi) and at least one of p'a and p'b 
E(Pi-1) - E(Pi). 
Assume we add only p~ (and the corresponding edges adjacent to it) to P/. According to the above 
discussion the resulting polyhedron P~ is still convex. Since we only add p~ to Pi and at most one of 
pla and p'b belongs to E(Pi--1) - E(t:'i), at most one of p'a and plb belongs to E(PI). By Lemma 1 
the faces of Pi incident o ab, Aabc and Aabd, are faces of P~ (see Fig. 4). Assume P~(d) E P~ and 
Qi(d) E Qi realize the shortest vertical distance between pt and Qi. 
Now let us consider the distance function between P~(oo ~) and Qi. (Recall that P~(oo ~) is the vertical 
projection of 001 on P~.) It has two different local minima: d(ab, k-fly) (this is equal to d(Pi, Qi), since 
Aabc and Aabd are faces of P~, d(ab, Z-fly) is a local minimum), and d(P'(ol), Qi(o')) (this is the global 
minimum by assumption). But this contradicts Lemma 7. [] 
Lemma 9. Given d(Pi, Qi), to compute d(Pi-1, Qi) it is sufficient o check the shortest vertical 
distance between at most 22 edges in E(P/-1) - E(P/) and Qi, Furthermore, this can be done in 
O(log n) time. 
Proof. In Lemma 8 we clarify the (relative hard) case when d(Pi, Qi) is realized by a pair of edges 
of P /and Qi. In this case Lemma 9 follows immediately from Lemma 8 and Theorem 4. If d(Pi, Qi) 
is realized by a vertex vi E P/ and a face fi E Qi, then in O(log n) time we can find the polyhedron 
(with at most 11 edges of E(Pi-1) - E(Pi)) which is below f*, where f* is the supporting plane 
of P/ which is parallel to fi [8]. In this case d(P/-1, Qi) is either equal to d(vl, fi) or the shortest 
vertical distance between the l 1 edges of E(P/_ 1) - E(P/) below f* (if they exist) and Qi. The case 
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when d(Pi, Qi) is realized by a vertex vi E Qi and a face fi E P~ can be clarified symmetrically. 
Following Theorem 4, O(log n) time suffices to compute d(Pi- l ,  Qi). [] 
Lemmas 8 and 9 enable us to design an algorithm for computing the shortest vertical distance 
between two preprocessed convex polyhedra P and Q in O(log 2 n) time. We simply start from Pk 
and Qk until we reach P1 and Q1, using O(log n) steps, each taking O(log n) time. Similar to what 
we have done in Section 2.2, we can adopt the generalized vertical distance function (which is also 
convex) and apply Lemmas 8 and 9. Therefore we can also deal with the case when P, Q intersects. 
Consequently we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 10. After O(n) time and space preprocessing on P, Q, one can either report the intersection 
of P with Q by giving a witness, or report that the vertical distance between P and Q is infinite, or 
compute the shortest vertical distance between P and Q in O(log 2 n) time. 
We can generalize the above algorithm further to compute the shortest distance between two convex 
polyhedra long a given direction. The details, being identical to those of Corollary 5, are therefore 
omitted. 
Corollary 11. After O(n) time and space preprocessing on P, Q, one can either eport he intersection 
of P with Q by giving a witness, or report that the distance between P and Q along a given direction 
: (~,/3, ~/) is infinite, or report the shortest distance between P and Q along d in O(log 2 n) time. 
4. Concluding remarks 
Although we have successfully solved the shortest watchtower problem in O(n log n) time, there 
are nonetheless ome related problems remaining. 
(1) What is the lower bound for computing the shortest watchtower of a polyhedral terrain? Does 
the information that L is a special convex polyhedron help improving the O(n log n) upper bound? 
We strongly believe that f2(nlog n) is the lower bound since in our algorithm there are two steps 
with an f~(n log n) lower bound (i.e., computing the intersection of n half spaces, locating n points 
in a planar triangulation). Proving the f~(n log n) lower bound or giving an o(n log n) time algorithm 
remains to be an open problem. On the other hand, another elated problem of computing the lowest 
watchtower of a polyhedral terrain, i.e., a line segment erected on the terrain such that the top of the 
watchtower can see the whole terrain and the Z-coordinate of the top is minimized, can be formulated 
as a linear programming problem and can thus be solved in linear time. 
(2) For the problem of computing the shortest vertical distance between two non-intersecting terrains, 
is it possible to obtain a faster, deterministic algorithm? 
(3) For the problem of intersection detection between two convex polyhedra, is it possible to obtain 
an o(log 2 n) query bound (even at the cost of increasing preprocessing time and space)? This is one of 
the fundamental problems in intersection detection. It is very interesting that no o(log 2 n) query bound 
has been achieved although three different methods have been tried. Is ~(log 2 n) a lower bound for 
this problem? 
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